Cushman Motors offers a new convertible top on the 1970 Gran Cushman 300 and 400 models. The canopy covers the two passenger seats, but also can be folded away behind the bag racks or fixed in an open position above the seats. Fringed canopy top and a plexiglass windshield are optional.

Circle No. 101 on reader service card

S. I. Jacobson Mfg. Company makes a golf bag Carry-All which doubles as a protective, piler-proof shipper and carrier with easy access to golf bag, clubs, balls and apparel. Formed from vinyl-coated cloth, it has a full-length heavy-duty brass zipper with forged teeth, zipper tabs which can be locked with pin-tumbler type lock (two keys are furnished), a heavy panelboard riveted base, reinforced leatherette handles and an identification card. In blue, red and black, the Carry-All lists for $17.95.

Circle No. 102 on reader service card

Plywood Inn has developed a ball dispenser called Easy Out. The unit holds three dozen balls, is made of clear plastic and hangs on the wall. Size is two inches wide, six inches deep and 20 inches high. Price: $12.95.

Circle No. 103 on reader service card

Container Development Corp.'s Lewis Line offers complete "tee-to-green" equipment. The items include ball washers, flags and flagpoles that stand straight in any weather and cup-cutters with a special footplate to keep green putting surfaces true.

Circle No. 104 on reader service card

West Point Products offers a spreader that can fertilize in 50-foot swaths, load over two tons and move at 10 mph. Single-direction spread patterns are adjustable and it is equipped with a trailer-type towbar for one-man hook-ups.

Circle No. 105 on reader service card

Central Engineering Company, Inc., offers a self-powered, compact, portable chemical and material spreader. May be mounted in the cargo area of any small service vehicle or attached to a tractor three-point hitch.

Circle No. 106 on reader service card